Software transactional memory (STM) is a promising programming paradigm for shared memory multithreaded programs. In order for STMs to be adopted widely for performance critical software, understanding and improving the cache performance of applications running on STM becomes increasingly crucial, as the performance gap between processor and memory continues to grow. In this paper, we present the most detailed experimental evaluation to date, of the cache behavior of STM applications and quantify the impact of the different STM factors on the cache misses experienced by the applications. We find that STMs are not cache friendly, with the data cache stall cycles contributing to more than 50% of the execution cycles in a majority of the benchmarks. We find that on an average, misses occurring inside the STM account for 62% of total data cache miss latency cycles experienced by the applications and the cache performance is impacted adversely due to certain inherent characteristics of the STM itself.
Introduction
Software transactional memory (STM) is a promising programming paradigm for shared memory multithreaded programs as an alternative to traditional lock-based synchronization [1, 2, 23] . Of late, there has been considerable work in supporting STMs for unmanaged environments [15, 23] like C/C++, since much of the performance-critical enterprise applications are still written in them. Thus, a high performance STM for unmanaged environments is crucial for deploying transactional memory as a programming mechanism. State of the art STM implementations for unmanaged environments have been developed and have been shown to support atomic sections efficiently over word-based transactional memory without requiring changes to the heap object layouts [3, 4, 15, 23] .
Despite these developments, adoption of STM in mainstream software has been quite low. The overheads incurred by STMs are often quoted as the main reasons for the above view [7] and considerable research has focused on addressing this issue [1, 6, and 10] . Second, the memory/cache performance of STMs is another source of performance problem. In order for STM to be adopted widely for performance critical software, understanding and improving the memory performance of applications running on STM becomes increasingly crucial, as the performance gap between processor and memory continues to grow.
While there has been considerable work on cache performance characterization and compiler transformations to reduce data cache misses in the context of both single threaded and traditional lock-based multithreaded applications, this area has not received significant attention in the context of applications running on STMs. Table 1 shows the percentage of data cache (d-cache) miss stall cycles experienced on a state-of-the-art STM implementation [3] for a set of STAMP applications [8] and the corresponding numbers for a lock based 1 version of the same benchmarks run with 32 threads on a 32 core IA-64 server. In both cases, the applications were compiled using the same optimization level. We see that the STM runs experience significantly higher d-cache miss stall cycles than the lock-based implementation. Further, in the STM-32 implementation, more than 50% of total execution cycles in all the six benchmarks are spent on d-cache misses. Whereas in the Lock-32 version, the percentage stalls cycles is less than 35% in all but one benchmark.
What is the reason for the adverse cache performance of STM? While STMs support increased parallelism by their basic performance premise of optimistic concurrency control, supporting optimistic concurrency can have significant impact on the cache behavior of applications running on STM. Fine grained locking employed by the STM while improving concurrency, also impacts the cache behavior adversely due to the increased number of lock accesses required. An atomic section which accesses N 1 Since the STAMP suite does not provide lock-based equivalents of the transactional benchmarks, we created equivalent lock based versions using the level of locking granularity that an average programmer would use in writing the application. We do note that the choice of locking granularity is an important factor on the cache miss behaviour. Since our intention is not to obtain/compare absolute numbers, but to get an estimate of the ratio of the total miss latency cycles taken on a STM implementation to a lock based version, we considered it as a reasonable approach. words of shared data will contain an additional programmer invisible N lock word accesses on a word based STM, increasing the pressure on the cache. To support optimistic concurrency, STMs also need to perform considerable book-keeping activity such as maintenance of read/write sets, maintenance of the global version clock to enable validation of transactional data and redo/undo logs etc. Such activities being memory intensive can also impact the cache behavior adversely.
Understanding the impact of STM on cache behavior of applications running on it aids in developing targeted compiler transformations that can address the cache bottlenecks of STMs. Therefore in the first part of this paper, we perform a study of the cache behavior of STM applications in unmanaged environments using state of the art STMs [3, 4, 20] and quantify the impact of different STM factors on the cache misses experienced.
We find that STM lock access misses (misses due to the locks/metadata associated by the STM with shared data) account for more than 50% of the total STM misses in majority of the applications. Our analysis also reveals that STM accesses to the Global Time Stamp (used for versioning) in time stamp based STMs [3, 4, 20] can incur significant overhead in certain cases, leading to a performance pathology known as Global Commit Convoy Bottleneck which we describe in Section 2.4.2. Further, we find that heap allocations inside transactions with high conflicts impact cache performance due to repeated allocations and releases as the transactions abort and restart. We also demonstrate that the cache behavior analysis is not an artifact of a particular STM implementation by presenting the cache behavior of STAMP applications on two other state-of-the-art STMs, namely TinySTM [4] and SwissTM [20] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first detailed work on analyzing the effects of the STM layer on cache performance.
Our cache analysis study is helpful in identifying the sources of the performance bottlenecks, which in turn motivates us to propose a set of specific compiler transformations targeted at reducing the cache overheads on STM. We propose (i) selective Lock Data Co-location (LDC) (ii) Removal of Redundant Lock Accesses (RLAR) to address the lock access misses and (iii) Selective Perpartition Time Stamp transformation (SPTS) to address the global time stamp misses. We show that they are effective in improving the cache behavior of STM applications by reducing the data cache miss latency by 20 .15% to 37.14% in 5 of the 8 benchmarks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed analysis of the cache miss behaviour of applications running on STM. Section 3 describes the compiler transformations. We discuss related work in Section 4 and provide concluding remarks in Section 5.
Data Cache Behavior of STM Applications

Experimental Methodology
We used STAMP benchmarks [8] with native input sets (except for Bayes, for which we used the smaller input set due to an issue with our memory allocator library) for our study with TL2 STM [3] as our underlying STM. TL2 being a lock based STM, with support for invisible reads and a global version number based validation represents many of the common design choices made by the state of the art STMs. We used a 32 core IA-64 BL-890c, with 8 Intel IA-64 Processors 9350 with 4 cores per socket, and a total of 127.71GB of physical memory. Each core operates at 1.73 GHz and has 6 MB non-shared L3 cache per core.
The latencies of L1, L2, and L3 caches are 1, 5 and 20 cycles respectively. Cell local cache to cache (c2c) latency, cell local memory latency, one-hop remote memory latency, 2 hop remote memory and 1 or 2 hop remote c2c access times are 150, 300, 650, 750, 750+ cycles respectively. All our runs were with 32 threads unless otherwise mentioned. D-cache miss data was obtained using the performance profile tool caliper [9] by sampling the IA-64 hardware Performance Monitoring Unit counters and Event Address Registers (with a sampling period of 10000 events). We use the following terms in our discussion as given in Table 2 .
However due to restriction in the number and combination of hardware counters that can be monitored simultaneously, we do not report the L1, L2 and L3 cache misses individually.
D-cache Misses in STM
As a first step towards getting a rough idea of how significant are d-cache misses in STM applications, we compare the Total Dcache Miss Latency Cycles incurred by each STAMP application run with 1 or 32 threads. We compare these numbers also with a lock-based version of the same benchmark to show that the STM versions incur much higher Total Dcache Miss Latency Cycles (TDML) compared to the lock based version of the benchmarks.
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STM-32 Implementation
Lock-32 Implementation Table-1 are from the CPU Stall counters. Hence these two values will be different). We use TDML for our analysis since it allows us to correlate the cache miss cycles to a particular code/data object which is not possible with stall cycles measurement of the tool. We note that the d-cache miss behavior of STM with 32 threads will also include various other effects such as the NUMA effects, the resource requirements due to the increased number of threads and other secondary effects. We see from Table-3 that Intruder (10.18X) and Kmeans (5.59X) show the highest ratio difference for TDML for the STM-32 and STM-1. This corresponds well with the fact that Intruder has the highest conflicts to starts ratio over all STAMP benchmarks followed by Kmeans. Hence these two benchmarks suffer worse in the d-cache miss behavior due to conflicting transactions. Most other benchmarks show a 2X degradation in TDML due to conflicting transactions. Conflicts contribute to a major portion of TDML in STMs and need to be addressed to improve the memory performance. There has been extensive research on addressing STM conflicts [23] and hence we do not focus on it further in this paper.
Breakup of D-cache Misses in STM
Next, our focus is on analyzing the d-cache misses occurring in STM library itself. Therefore we classify the d-cache misses into the following four classes first: (a) Dcache misses occurring inside STM library which we term as STM_Ms, (b) Misses which occur in the application code (not in the STM) which we term as App_Ms, (c) Misses which occur in dynamic memory allocation routines such as malloc/free routines from the memory allocator library which we term as DynAlloc_Ms, (d) Misses which are not included in the categories above, termed as Other_Ms (a catch-all bucket). This includes misses in standard libc (memcmp, strcmp), stripped libraries etc.
While d-cache misses in buckets such as App_Ms and Other_Ms need to be analyzed and addressed from an application perspective to improve the performance, we focus our attention on STM_Ms component since our interest is on the impact of STM layer on d-cache misses. We also look at the DynAlloc_Ms component since STM can impact the dynamic memory allocation costs due to aborting transactions as we discuss later in Section 2.5. STMs typically have to maintain bookkeeping data, such as read/write sets, about every access, which can contribute to STM_Ms and we term them as BK_Ms. This is also a catch-all bucket for all other activities happening in the STM apart from Lock_Ms, Data_Ms and GTS_Ms.
STM Lock Access Misses (Lock_Ms)
Table-5 shows the breakup of Lock_Ms component for each of the STAMP benchmarks. We see from column 4 of Table 5 that a significant fraction of STM_Ms latency cycles is due to the Lock_Ms component. Since our experiments were run on TL2 with STAMP, the transactional loads/stores are marked explicitly. In case of compiler based STMs, compiler over-instrumentation can result in a much larger superset getting marked as transactional. Hence the impact of Lock_Ms component is likely to be higher in such cases. Since TL2 is word based, the contribution due to Lock_Ms observed here can be higher than what would be observed in an STM with cache line level granularity. We experimented using different sizes of 16, 32 and 64 bytes locking granularity and found that Lock_Ms component remains a significant contributor to overall STM_Ms. 
Global Time Stamp Misses (GTS_Ms)
Many STM implementations use a global time stamp (GTS) for validating shared data [3, 4, 20] . In the original TL2 implementation, all transactions read the GTS at the beginning of the transaction and GTS is updated once by transactions that write to shared data, leading to costly cache coherent misses. In its default mode, called GV4, TL2 mitigates this problem by using a pass-on time stamp approach [3] . When concurrently executing transactions with little or no data conflicts commit, GTS experiences ping pong across the caches, leading to costly coherence misses. This is because each committing transaction tries to update GTS at least once. We term this as GTS Commit Convoy Bottleneck. With GV4, at least one attempt will be made by each committing transaction to update the GTS.
GTS_Ms contribution is high in the two benchmarks, Ssca2 and Genome as shown in Table 6 . In Ssca2 and genome, most of the atomic sections are relatively conflictfree and hence exhibit the GTS commit convoy bottleneck. 
STM Book-Keeping Misses (BK_Ms)
Next we consider the contribution of BK_Ms component to the STM_Ms. Table 7 gives the contribution of this component. This component is high in Intruder since Intruder exhibits significant amount of conflicts and restarts, leading to repeated book keeping activities. In Yada, it is high due to the large transactional read/write sets. Unlike the study on Haskell STM [22] , we did not find the STM book keeping functions for maintaining read/write sets to be a main contributor to d-cache misses.
DynAlloc_Ms Component
STM can lead to an increase in the dynamic memory allocation costs due to aborting transactions having to release/re-allocate memory dynamically allocated inside the transactions.
Dynamic memory allocation in multithreaded applications is expensive due to the need to protect shared meta-data structures of the dynamic memory allocation routines. allocations due to repeating transactions (due to aborts) can further exacerbate this overhead. We see from column 10 of Table 4 that the contribution of DynAlloc_Ms to the STM stall cycles is significant in two of the benchmarks namely intruder (15.8%) and Yada (31%). Both suffer from high conflicts and hence the dynamic allocation overhead inside transactions is increased due to aborting transactions.
Average D-cache Miss Latency
Column 5 of Tables 5, 6 and 7 shows the average dcache miss latency for each component respectively. We see that GTS_Ms has the highest ADML since they are typically c2c coherence misses. ADML (BK_Ms) is less than the IA-64 L3 cache latency in most benchmarks and in others, it is within the local c2c latency. ADML (Lock_Ms) is high for Kmeans and Ssca2, with the latency values indicating that lock words ping-pong across the caches, indicating possible hash conflicts on the STM's lock table. We used the IA-64 performance monitoring unit's trace measurement of data access pattern to determine that these are due to false conflicts in case of Kmeans. Hence transformations which can help address false conflicts should improve the ADML for Kmeans. High ADML (Lock_Ms) in Ssca2 happens because of true conflicts, due to the application's data access patterns. ADML (Lock_Ms) in Intruder, Yada and Genome are higher than the L3 cache latency reflective of the lack of spatial locality among the shared data accesses.
Applicability of our Analysis to other STMs
In order to verify that our cache behavior analysis of STM applications is applicable in general to other STMS as well, we studied the d-cache miss behavior with two other stateof-the-art STMs namely Swiss TM [20] and TinySTM [4] . Figure 1 shows the breakup of the (sampled) total d-cache miss latencies in terms of DML of different misses in Swiss TM and TinySTM. We see that the contributions of different classes of misses are more or less similar across all three STMs. Further, STM_Ms component continues to dominate (more than 50%) in 5 of the 8 STAMP applications. In both Swiss TM and TinySTM as in TL2, lock misses are a major contributor to STM misses, contributing nearly 40% or more misses in all the six benchmarks and book keeping misses are not significant.
Applicability to different configurations
For our experiments, we collected the d-cache miss data for all configurations 4, 8, 16 and 32 threads. Due to space constraints, we only present the STM_Ms sub components of interest for 4T and 32T configurations in Table- 
Compiler Transformations to Address D-cache Performance Bottlenecks in STM
To address the cache bottlenecks experienced due to STM layer, we propose 3 transformations namely (i) selective Lock Data Colocation (LDC), (ii) Redundant Lock Access Removal (RLAR) and (iii) Selective Per-partition Time Stamp Transformation (SPTS). LDC and RLAR are intended to address the lock access misses and SPTS addresses the GTS_Ms component. We also propose Dynamic Allocation Optimization (DAO) to reduce the dynamic memory allocation overheads in transactions. Due to space constraints, we only briefly touch upon the legality and profitability aspects of each of our transformations.
We implemented our transformations using the Open64 compiler [13] and with TL2 [3] as our underlying STM. Fig 2 shows the Open64 compiler phases where our transformations were implemented. We used the same machine configuration as described in Section 2.1. The baseline for our experiments is to compile the benchmarks at the same optimization level (O3) with inter-procedural analysis enabled, but without our transformations and run them on the unmodified TL2 implementation. We refer to this baseline as TL2. Our optimized version is TL2-Opt. In Figure 2 Open64 compiler phases all cases, we report the execution of the application with 32 threads. For each transformation, we first briefly motivate its applicability, describe our approach and then present our experimental evaluation of the same.
Data and Lock Layout Issues
One major source of cache performance bottlenecks is accesses to locks assigned by the STM to protect the shared data accessed inside a transaction. Consider the code snippet in Figure 3 which is simplified from the STAMP benchmark 'Ssca2'. In the above example, the array 'GPtr->inDegree[]' is accessed using 'v' which is the out vertex of vertex 'i'. Each iteration of loop 'j' has the programmer visible access to 'GPtr->inDegree [v] '. Each transactional data access, also has associated with it, an access to its corresponding STM assigned lock which is invisible to the programmer but adds to the total data accessed within the loop. Thus each transactional execution of the atomic section AS inside loop 'j' brings in two cache lines of data, one for the access of the data 'GPtr->inDegree [v] ' and other for the lock associated with it by the STM. Since there is no spatial locality between the values of 'v' in the loop 'j', the data access 'inDegree [v] ' in this transactional region already suffers from poor cache performance. Further, since STMs typically use a hash function to map the address of the shared data item to a lock, a shared data access pattern which does not exhibit spatial locality as in above, will also result in poor spatial locality among the STM lock accesses corresponding to those shared data accesses. While the poor cache behavior of 'inDegree [v] ' is an application artifact, this also leads to a similar bad behavior in the STM lock accesses corresponding to these shared data accesses, worsening the data utilization in this region. Therefore we propose a compiler driven lock-data co-location (LDC) transformation for addressing this bottleneck.
3.1.1
Compiler Driven Lock Data Co-location There has been considerable work on co-locating contemporaneously accessed data in the context of single threaded applications for improving locality [19] . In multithreaded code, lock-data co-location has been used by programmers manually to improve the performance of hot shared variables in lock based programs. Since typical lock based programs use only a few locks, it is feasible for the programmer to use his knowledge of the application to place lock and data together to improve performance. With extremely fine grained locking as employed by an STM, such a manual approach is not feasible. Nor is it possible for the programmer to evaluate manually the trade-offs in employing lock-data co-location for data structures which can be accessed both transactionally and nontransactionally. The reason is that co-locating the lock with data can have an adverse impact on spatial locality in nontransactional regions where the shared data is accessed contiguously. Hence a whole program compiler analysis is needed to drive the transformation.
LDC consists of two major steps namely candidate identification and code transformation. LDC results in modification of shared data layout. Hence we perform extensive legality checks to filter ineligible candidates as described in Section 3.1.2. Each candidate, which passes our set of legality checks is then analyzed to see if applying LDC is profitable for it, as we discuss below in Section 3.1.3. If so, it is then marked as eligible for LDC. For each LDC candidate, the code transformation step involves modifying the data layout of the LDC candidate and modifying the shared data references throughout the whole program accordingly.
Legality Checks
For each shared data item accessed inside atomic sections, the compiler performs certain legality checks to verify that it is eligible for lock-data co-location. LDC changes the data layout of the program. Changing the data layout can violate certain assumptions made by the programmer. This is because a programmer often uses knowledge of data layout in a structure definition for writing an application. For instance, if a programmer uses address arithmetic from the address of a shared datum to access another data, changing the data layout of the shared datum by co-locating the lock with it, can violate the programmer's assumptions. Hence extensive legality checks are performed to ensure safety of LDC. address arithmetic operations on the data address for LDC candidates, it marks them as ineligible. Other than the ones mentioned above, our legality checks also include a few other corner case checks which are similar to those applied for any data layout transformation eligibility [19, 24] . Our legality check implementation is split into 2 phases, with type cast and pointer arithmetic checks being done in the optimizer front end summary phase while the address escape checks are being done in the inter-procedural whole program analysis of the compiler.
Profitability Analysis for Lock-Data Co-location
Lock data co-location is intended to reduce the volume of data fetched inside the atomic blocks by bringing in the corresponding lock when the shared data is accessed. However co-locating the lock with data can reduce the spatial locality for contiguous accesses of that shared data, requiring a larger number of cache lines to be fetched for the data accessed over non-transactional code regions. Therefore we estimate the profitability of performing LDC for each shared data candidate as explained below.
Accessed Data Volume (ADV) is the total volume of data actually accessed/used by the application over a local code region whereas Fetched Data Volume (FDV) is the total volume of data fetched to satisfy the data accesses over that code region. For instance if we access only every 8 th byte of a character array, the fetched data is 64 bytes (1 cache line) for each array element access but the accessed data is only 8 bytes. The ratio of ADV to FDV gives a measure of the utilization of fetched cache lines.
A local code region can be a loop, function or basic block and can either be transactional or non-transactional. As mentioned earlier, for a shared data item A, accesses to A in a transactional region would include the implicit lock accesses. Further, ADV (r, A) of a region r (transactional or non-transactional) would remain the same with or without the LDC. Whereas, with LDC, the FDV (r, A) would decrease for a transactional region and may increase for a non-transactional region. Hence the benefits of LDC is calculated as the difference in FDV without LDC and with LDC, over all regions (transactional and nontransactional), taking into account the frequency of execution of individual regions. Thus
where f(r) is the frequency of execution of region r, and the summation is taken over all transactional and nontransactional regions. We perform LDC only if the gain is positive.
Note that computation of FDV(r,A) over each code region requires knowledge of the execution frequencies of the different code regions. For estimating the frequency of execution of code regions, either static or dynamic profile data can be used. We use the static profile heuristics [25] to estimate the execution frequencies in our analysis. Further we note that LDC can impact the cache performance of accesses of other data items as well. However, we do not consider them in this simplistic model.
Code Transformation for Lock-Data Co-location
LDC is performed in the inter-procedural optimization phase of the compiler. We perform LDC both for statically allocated shared data and dynamically allocated shared data. For each LDC candidate, the compiler creates a new type which contains the original datum and the lock word protecting the datum. Compiler instantiates the co-located item with the new type in the case of statically allocated data. In case of dynamically allocated data, allocation and de-allocation points are transformed accordingly to create the new instance of shared data with the lock co-located. All the references to the original shared datum in the whole application are transformed to point to the new instance.
Transactional loads and store library calls into STM library for the LDC candidate accesses are transformed to call modified TL2 STM library interfaces, which are passed the corresponding lock for the shared data item as an argument by the compiler and they use this lock instead of using a hash function to compute the lock. Other than this change, the modified interfaces are identical in functionality to default TL2 library transactional load/store interfaces.
Note that the compiler analysis and code transformation for LDC can impact the compile time. The compile time overheads due to LDC ranged from 1.2% to 4.7%. The application's memory requirements increase due to the additional memory allocated for co-locating the locks with data. Though the increase in overall memory consumption due to LDC was not high (less than 2%) for the benchmarks we studied, this factor needs to be taken into account. It is possible to add a heuristic to LDC to estimate the increased memory requirements and limit LDC accordingly.
Performance Results of Lock-Data Co-location
In Table 9 , we report performance results for 5 benchmarks, in which LDC identified candidates for transformation. LDC had no impact on the other STAMP benchmarks. In Table 9 we show the execution times for TL2 and TL2-opt in columns 2 and 3 and the performance improvement in terms of % improvement in execution time and the percentage reduction in average d-cache miss latency cycles in columns 4 and 5 respectively.
In the benchmark Kmeans, LDC identified 1 candidate accessed in the main transactional region of the benchmark in 'normal.c'. By co-locating the lock and the data, the cache line utilization is doubled for this datum. In the benchmark Ssca2, LDC identified 2 candidates for LDC transformation from the atomic section in file Table-9 Performance Improvements due to LDC 'computeGraph.c' namely 'inDegree' array and 'impliedEdgeList' array, leading to a performance improvement of 6.86%. In the benchmark Genome, LDC is applied for the 'constructEntries' and the table bucket arrays (file:sequencer.c). In Intruder, LDC is applied to 'DecodedQueuePtr' and to 'reservation' structure in Vacation.
Redundant Lock Access Removal Transformation 3.2.1 Issues with Fine-Grain Locks
STM implementations extract increased parallelism by providing fine-grained locks. However such fine-grained locking is not always required for all shared data items. For example, consider a data structure D in which a sub-set of fields S is always accessed together in the application. Hence an STM which supports the fine grained word level granularity locking, would incur a large number of STM lock accesses since each field of D is associated with a separate lock. Instead it is possible to assign the same lock to the sub-set S, thereby reducing the number of lock accesses and hence relieving the pressure on the memory system, without any loss of concurrency. We term this as Redundant Lock Access Removal (RLAR).
Redundant Lock Access Removal
If a group of shared data items s 1 , s 2 … s k are always accessed together in all atomic sections of the application, then the compiler can associate a single lock for them. The compiler performs an 'Always Accessed Together' (AAT) analysis to determine such AAT groups. AAT analysis requires whole program analysis by the compiler since it needs to examine all the atomic sections in the application. Consider the set of atomic sections in the application AS 1 to AS n . For each atomic section, compiler constructs the set of shared data items accessed in that atomic section SD (AS i ).
AAT analysis is similar to identifying cliques. We first compute AAT(d i , d j ) for all shared datum pairs. Then we construct a graph in which each node represents a datum. An edge exists between two data items d i , and dj if and only if AAT(d i ,d j ) is true. Now we can find the AAT sets by finding the maximal cliques in the graph. Each maximal clique is a AAT candidate group. Compiler assigns a single lock to protect each AAT group. Transactional accesses to AAT data items are modified by the compiler to use this lock. Note that RLAR requires the same set of legality checks as LDC as the same restrictions apply.
Performance Results of RLAR Transformation
We show the performance results of RLAR transformation in Table 10 . We find that AAT analysis identifies candidates in Kmeans, Genome, Ssca2, Vacation, Intruder, Labyrinth and Yada. RLAR yields 2.64% to 22.41% performance improvement in the first 5 benchmarks. However RLAR yielded negligible performance benefits for Labyrinth and Yada since the RLAR candidates occur in cold atomic sections in these benchmarks. Compile time overheads due to RLAR were from 0.8% to 3.4%. 
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Selective Per Partition Time Stamp Transformation
Though Global Time Stamp schemes scale well in smaller systems [10] , Table 6 shows that 'GTS_Ms' component is considerable in large NUMA systems. Even transactions which are Disjoint Access Parallel (DAP) still suffer from contention on the global timestamp counter. If each data group accessed by the non-conflicting transactions are associated with different partitions with a per partition time stamp, so that a transaction operating on a specific data group/partition updates only the time stamp associated with that partition, then the contention on the single global time stamp will be reduced, reducing the GTS_Ms component. Since our intention is to reduce the GTS misses, we focus our attention only on DAP atomic sections (i.e., those which have very few conflicts) and apply data partitions on them. We term this transformation as Selective Perpartition Time Stamp (SPTS) transformation.
Partitioning of Shared Data
For array based data structures, standard array section analysis can be employed to partition the arrays into different sub-partitions, with each partition having a unique GTS. For pointer based recursive data structures, there has been considerable work in identifying distinct logical heap regions of the application. Lattner and Adve proposed Automatic Pool Allocation (APA) to distinguish disjoint instances of logical data structures in a program [11] . This gives the compiler the information needed to segregate individual logical data structure instances in the heap into distinct pools. For example, each distinct instance of a list, tree or graph identified by the compiler would be allocated to a separate pool. Automatic pool allocation can be employed to partition disjoint instances of data structures into different pools such that each pool is associated with a different GTS. We implemented a prototype of the Data Structure Analysis framework [11] to support automatic pool allocation.
Micro-pool Partitioning
There exist many situations wherein concurrent mostly non-conflicting transactions update disjoint parts of the same data structure. In such a scenario, associating a single GTS with the pool will not suffice, since all concurrent transactions updating that data structure would update the same GTS, causing it to ping pong across processor caches. Hence we propose a variant of the automatic pool allocation, known as micro pool allocation, wherein parts of a single data structure which are updated in a disjoint manner from concurrent threads are allocated to different micro pools with a different time stamp per micro-pool. Thus, Automatic Micro Pool Allocation, in addition to associating a single instance of a logical data structure with a pool, partitions the data structure further into micro-pools.
We use the term macro-pool to refer to the pool associated with the data structure instance and the term 'micro-pool' to the pool entity associated with the sub-part of a data structure. Each micro-pool is associated with perpool specific time stamp. The sub-partitioning of a macropool into micro-pools is guided by a Micro-pool Partitioning Function (MPF). The partition function is chosen based on the update pattern of the data structure under consideration.
Micro-pool management costs increase with the number of micro-pools since each micro-pool updated by a committing transaction needs to have its GTS incremented at the time of commit and validation of the read-set data items belonging to a given micro-pool requires reading the corresponding micro-pool GTS. A fine-grained micro-pool, which avoids non-conflicting GTS updates thereby reducing GTS miss costs, incurs greater micro-pool management costs, whereas a coarse-grained micro-pool scheme while incurring low micro-pool management overheads, cannot help reduce GTS miss costs effectively.
In our current implementation we use a simple partitioning function based on update patterns in connected data structures such as lists and trees, which provides adequate performance. Typically a connected data structure is grown by attaching the newly allocated sub-part object to the pre-existing sub-part objects of a given data structure instance. Hence we propose a simple clustering algorithm to group a set of connected data items of a data structure into a micro-pool. In the proposed algorithm, a newly created sub-part which is getting connected to an existing connected data structure through the pointer fields of existing sub-parts is allocated the same micro-pool id as the referring pointers, subject to a size constraint which ensures that each micro-pool size is limited to k sub-parts where the value of k is an integer based on the choice of the micropool granularity desired. The intuition behind our simple partitioning scheme is that referrer and referent data are typically updated together in a connected data structure and many of the data structure updates are localized updates involving only a few sub-parts. We note that the selection of partition function is a major factor in determining the effectiveness of SPTS. We plan to study the selection of partitioning functions suitable for complex data structures as part of future work.
Implementation of SPTS Transformation
Remember that GTS is read at the beginning of all transactions and is updated at the end by a committing (write) transaction. If different time stamps are used to cover different groups of shared data items, the transaction needs to know at the entry to the atomic section the time stamps that need to be read. Since it is not possible to know exactly all the shared data that would be accessed inside an atomic section, we start by reading the set of time stamps associated with all live-in shared data. We refer to the set of time stamps read at the beginning of the atomic section as the starting pool set (SP).
If there is a shared data access 'a' inside the atomic section whose time stamp TS(a) is not a member of SP, then we not only need to read TS(a) but we also need to revalidate the entire read set accumulated till now so as to maintain a consistent snapshot of our shared data accesses. However validation can be done at per pool level by checking that none of the values in SP have changed. If the validation succeeds, then the transaction proceeds normally after adding TS(a) to SP. Else, the transaction is aborted and the transaction is restarted including TS(a) in SP.
For any data written inside the transaction, its corresponding TS is added to a set WTS. At commit time, unlike having to update only one GTS as in case of TL2, the transaction increments the time stamp for each member of WTS and updates the version numbers of write set data with the corresponding WTS member time stamp. Table 12 shows the combined performance benefits of all our transformations. We leave out Labyrinth and Bayes where our transformations were not applicable or didn't give significant benefits. We find that a 18% -33% improvement in execution time and 20% -37% reduction in d-cache miss latency cycles is achieved with our transformations. In Table 13 , we show the impact of our transformations on the STM_Ms component. For Intruder and Vacation, STM_Ms still remains high overall due to their high data conflicts. We report Lock_Ms and GTS_Ms components as percentage of STM_Ms for TL2 and TL2-opt in columns 4, 5, 6 and 7 of Table-13 respectively. We find that for 5 of the benchmarks, Lock_Ms are less than 30% of the STM Misses showing that LDC and RLAR are effective in reducing the lock access misses. SPTS helps to reduce global time stamp misses for Ssca2 and Genome. GTS_Ms still remains high for Ssca2 and hence we are investigating it further.
Performance Results for SPTS
Combined Performance Results of our Transformations
In addition to the above transformations, we have also implemented a Dynamic Allocation Optimization (DAO) to address Dyn_AllocMs component as described next.
Dynamic Memory Allocation Optimization (DAO)
Transactions containing dynamic memory allocations need to free the speculatively allocated memory when they abort. Such repeated heap allocations inside transactions which abort and then restart, lead to application overheads due to cache misses in memory allocator library. While specialized STM-aware memory allocators can avoid these overheads, STMs which depend on the standard malloc/free dynamic allocation package suffer from this issue.
Dynamic Allocation Optimization (DAO) targets those dynamic allocations inside a transaction where the allocation occurs inside the transaction without a corresponding free. The allocation is speculative and must be rolled back if the transaction aborts. However, since the aborting transaction is likely to be restarted, the speculative allocation can be cached on a free list which is private to the thread executing the aborting transaction. When the transaction re-executes, the allocation request can be served from the cached list. Both intruder and Yada benefit from DAO. The performance results reported in the paper do not include the performance improvements due to DAO.
Preserving the Semantics of the Atomic Sections
Any transformations introduced for STM applications needs to ensure that the original STM semantics are not violated. Our transformations are built on top of an existing word based STM (TL2). As TL2 preserves the atomic semantics, we should not introduce any transformations that violate the guarantees provided by the underlying STM. On this front, the underlying STM requires the guarantees that: (i) There is a locking discipline that maps each shared address accessed within atomic sections to a lock, and (ii) The locking discipline is consistent. Both these conditions are not violated by any of our transformations. LDC simply changes the lock location whereas RLAR only changes the locking granularity, while ensuring a consistent locking discipline. SPTS and DAO do not have any impact on the locking discipline. We omit a detailed correctness argument here due to space constraints.
Related Work
Due to space constraints, we mention closely related prior work here and cite the other prior art relevant to the broader theme addressed by this paper in Appendix. A detailed survey of TM can be found in [23] . There has been considerable work on improving STM performance [4, 5, 6, 10, 20] . However there has not been much work on investigating the cache performance of the applications on STMs. Some of the earlier works mention potential adverse impacts STM-specific activities may have on cache [3, 10, 22] . There has been work on compiler transformations to improve STM performance by reducing compiler over instrumentation and redundant barrier removal [16, 18, 21] . Techniques, such as the redundant barrier removal in a compiler driven STM, can indirectly reduce cache miss overheads by reducing the number of barriers. There has also been considerable work on reducing the STM overheads and effectively addressing the transactional conflicts [23] . However our compiler transformations being orthogonal to these schemes, are aimed at reducing the cache miss overheads directly and can co-exist with them.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the cache miss behavior of STM applications and identified the different components that contribute to the cache miss overheads in STM. We identified and evaluated a few specific compiler transformations to address the cache overheads in STM. Our proposed set of compiler transformations is a first step in the direction of improving the cache performance of STMs so that STMs can be adopted widely for performance critical mainstream software. 
